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ABSTRACT

The decrease in strength and tendency toward loosening of
a screw thread fastening, resulting from lead errors in the
threads, necessitates the control of their magnitude within
proper limits. Lead error equivalents of tolerances on effect-
ive size, which is determined by the fitch diameter, lead error,
and angle etrpr, specified for four classes of fit of commercial
threaded prCduct by the National Scrsv; Tnread Corrmission, are
tabulated*

In order that the maintenance of the magnitude of lead
errors to within specified limits may be practicable, in the
quantity :,-roduction cf screw threads, efficient means and
methods of control must be available. Such control first
requires the,.. elimination, so far as practicable, of the causes
of the three .types cf lead error, namely, progressive, local,
and periodic," which are listed. Four methods of control by
gaging are described, and control by the inspection of threading
tools is discussed. The problem of distortion of taps and
chasers in''.hardening is analyzed, and a bibliography relating
to the hardening of steel with mir-imum distortion is appended.
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Recommended lead, angle, and pitch diameter tolerances for
ordinary commercial and for ground solid taps, and lead and angle
tolerances for chasers in adjustable taps and dies are derived
and tabulated. These are based on the National Screw Thread
Commission tolerance specifications for the "Free Fit" and
"Close Fit" classes, taking into account the effect of each type
of lead error on the effective size of the thread produced by a
tap or die. A method for testing the performance of a tap is
also given.
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I, Introduction

The reliability of screw threads as fastenings, particularly
when subject to great stresses and unusual vibration, as in
automotive vehicles, depends upon the quality of fit as secured
by maintaining the dimensions of their individual elements
within certain specified limits. These elements are the thread
angle, lead, major diameter, pitch diameter, and minor diameter.
However, the major and minor diameters of both external and
internal threads, as generally specified, permit a clearance
between crest and root of mating thre-ads, and these elements,
therefore, do not affect the fit of the thread when within the
specified limits, with the possible exception of thewrench or
stud fits, Tariations in pitch diameter, lead, and angle
consequently combine to determine the effective size of a screw
thread.

1« Importance of Lead Errors

It is well knovmi that the presence of errors in lead not
only affects the quality of fit, but also the strength of a
screw thread, often causing the load intended to be nearly
uniformly distributed over all af the threads to be concentrated
on a few threads. The failure of a screw thread is often
directly traceable to this concentration of stress resulting
from errors in lead in either or both of the component members.
The action which tabes place is as follows: When there is a
difference in lead between mating parts, the threads tend to
become deformed, and if the difference is sufficiently great,
the threads are deformed beyond the elastic limit, as shovm in
Fig. 1, If a stress is applied, it falls largely on one, or on
a small nun:ber of threads, instead of being uniformly distri-
buted over all. These threads deform uiider the strain until
other threads take up a share of the x^ressure. The first effect
is to increase the distance between the bearing point at the
face of the nut or bolt head and the point on the external
thread in contact with the internal thread. This is equivalent
to loosening the fastening. If, however, the threads have been
deformed beyond the elastic limit, the adjacent threads to
which the load is transferred in turn give way, and thus failure
by distortion or shearing of one thread after arother m;ay result
until all of the threads of one of the components are stripped.
In case the lead error is uniformly progressive, the stress
falls first on the end threads of the nut, and these have the
least support at the base.
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In practice, a slight uniform difference in lead or pitch in
the proper direction, betv/een tapped hole and screw under tension,
is sometimes preferable to no difference in lead. A slightly
plus pitch in the nut will shorten through compression, while a
slightly minus pitch in the screw will lengthen through tension,
as the result of the stresses, the amount being dependent on the
elasticity of the materials and on the stresses imposed. Thus,
the difference in pitch diminishes under stress-and under a
certain stress is practically zero, so that, as far as pitch is
concerned, each thread comes nearer bearing its share of the
total load under these conditions than is possible when the pitch
of both component parts is identical. If, however, the directions
of the lead errors are reversed, a condition is created which
increases in seriousness more rapidly than the- difference in lead
error, and cracks, fractures, and stripping of the thread result.
Examples of this are given in a paper by C. Eo Stromeyer in
connection with the failure of the threads of large piston rods
and main bearing bolts^.

Again, a close fit may be desired, the purpose of which is to
prevent disassembly as the result of vibration. In case the
intimate metallic contact of bolt and nut threads is the result
of tiifference in lead instead of an intended sm.all positive
allowance (clearance), or of a negative allowance (interference)
on pitch diameter, there is a tendency for the threads bearing
the load to become distorted beyond the elastic limit, with the
result that the fit may degenerate into looseness and the object
originally aimed for is not attained.

The control of errors in lead is, therefore, of special
importance, and it is the purpose of this paper to consider the
magnitude of lead errors permissible in conimerciai tnreaded
products, in view of certain tolerance specifications laid down
by the National Screw Thread Commission j to discuss the control
of accuracy in lead by the prevailing methods of inspection^ to
indicate what progress is being made tov/ard accurate control of
lead of commercial threading tools, particularly taps and die
chasers, to present recommended lead toleran.ces for such tools
and give the basis for such recommendations j and to suggest a
practical method of inspecting the thread of a tap, to deteriiidne
whether it is within proper comraercial limits.

^See "Stress Distribution in Bolts and Nuts", by 0. E.
Stromeyer, Transactions of the Institution of Naval Architects,
Vol. 60, 1918, pp. 113-123.
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2, Types and Causes of Lead Errors

Errors in lead are of three classes, as follovvs:(1)

, A uniformly progressive error, which is ar. error in the
total length of the screw, the distances betv/een
corresponding points of threads equally separated as to
number, at all points of the screv/, being equal;

(2)

. Local errors, which are variations in the distances
between corresponding points of threads equally
separated as to number, and which may or may not
affect the total length of the screv:; and

(3)

« Periodic errors, which are variations of the helix
angle of the thread repurring within equal intervals,
usually 7/ithin every turn, along the screw.

Lead errors occur in threaded product as the result
of a variety of causes, but may be traced to certain fundamental
factors. In cutting a thread on a lathe or other machine embodying
a lead screw, using a single- point cutting tool or single milling
cutter, progressive lead errors are caused by:

^1). A residual progressive lead error in the lead screw;

(2)

. Lack of parallelism of the motion of the cutting tool,
the axis of the lead screw, and the axis of the part
to be threaded; and

(3)

. Incorrect ratio of the rate of revolution of the
spindle to that of the lead screv/, due to an incorrect
combination of gears, (v;hen a gear of exactly?’ the
required number of teeth is lacking).

Local lead errors are caused by:

(1)

. Residual local lead errors in the lead screw;

(2)

. Lost motion in the mounting of the lead, screw;

(3)

. Ve.rying frictional resistance of the carriage, on v/hich
the cutting tool is mounted, with its ways, or of the
nut v;ith the lead screw;

(4)

, When a live center is used, irregular play of its
spindle in the bearings; and

(5)

. Irregu.lar varie.tions in the amount of metal removed
by the cutting tool, causing a rough thread.

Periodic lead errors are caused by:

•, (1). Residual periodic lead errors in the lead screv/;
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(S), Eccentricity of rotation of tiie lead screw;

( 3) . Lack of perpendicularity of thrust bearings to the
axis of rotation of either the spindle or lead screw;(4)

. Variations in the spacing of gear teeth, or eccentric
mounting of a gear;

(5)

. When a live center is used, eccentricity of rotation
of its spindle or regular variations of the play in
the spindle bearings; and

( 6

)

, Periodic variations in the amount of metal removed,
due to lack of uniformity of the diameter of the
piece to be threaded, or of the straightness of its
axis of rotation.

If, in cutting a thread on a rathe or other machine embodying a
lead screw, a thread chaser or -nul tiple-toothed milling cutter
is used, variations from correct spacing of the teeth of the
chaser or cutter are superimposed on the lead errors resulting
from any of the above causes in that portion of the thread not
passed over by every tooth of the chaser. In uhe portion of the
thread completely passed over by the chaser, the effect of the
difference in lead betv/een the chaser and lead screv; is to
produce a thin thread.

When a thread is cut by means of a tap or die, vdaich, as
ordinarily used., is self-leading and not positively controlled
by a lead screw, lead errors may occur as the result of;

(1), Incorrect lead of the tap or die;

(3). Too much or too little relief at the throat of the die
or on the charufer at the end of the tap;

(3)

. The setting of an adjustable die or tap chaser to cut
a thread with a helix angle considerably different from
the helix angle of the chaser;

(4)

, Excessive resistance to longitudinal motion;

(5)

. Improper alinement of the axis of the tap or die with
that of the work, etc.

The accuracy of the lead of the tap or of the chasers in the
die is the most difficult of these sources of error to control,
and indeed presents serious difficulties. There is, first, the
difficulty of cutting a tap or chaser v/nich is free from lead
errors resulting from any of the causes ouriined aoovs ; and,
second, the distortion w'hich the steel cc-iiposing the tap or die
undergoes in hardening.
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II. Permissible Lead Errors in Commercial Threaded
Product

le Tolerance Specifica^tions of the National Screw Thread
Commission

Allov/ances for four classes of fit^ and corresponding
tolerances on major and minor diameters,, and on the effective
size^ of screw threads, are laid dov;n in the Progress Report
of the National Screw Thread Commissionc The tolerances on
effective size are tabulated therein as maximum variations of
pitch diameter, and the report contains the following state-
ment on page 56^,

" Cb) Pitch Diameter Tolerances Include Lead and
Angle Variations. — The tolerance limits established
represent, in reality, the sizes of the "Go" and "Not Go"
master gages. Errors in lead and angle which occur on
the threaded work can be offset by a suitable alteration
of the pitch diameter of the vfork. If the "Go" gage
passes the threaded work, interchangeability is secured,
and the thread profile may differ from that 'of the "Go"
gage in either pitch d.iamster, lead, or angle. The "Not

Go" gage checks pitch diameter only, and thus insures
that the pitch diameter is such that the fit will not be
too loose.

"

pDefined as the .pitch diameter combined with, increments
derived from lead errors and angle errors present in the length
of engagement. It is the pitch diameter of a m.at.ing screw
thread, perfect in lead and angle and having crest clearance,
that will just fit. For the d.erivation of the formulas giving
the values of such increments, see Bureau of Standards Letter
Circular No. S3, Appendix 3.

‘'First Progress Report of the National Screw Thread
Commission, Bureau of Standards Miscellaneous Publication No. 43.

In the revised report of the National Screv; Thread Commission
to be issued in 1934., it is expected that this paragraph v/ill read
as follows

:

"Pitch Diameter Tolerances Represent Variations of Effective
Size. ”>"• The tolerance limits established represent, in real.ity,
the sizes of the "Go" and "Not Go" master gages, and, therefore,
include lead and angle variations as well as variations of the
pitch diameter. Errors in lead and angle which occur on the
threaded work can be offset by a suitable altera.tion of therpitch
diameter of the ;7ork. If the. "Go" gage passes the threaded work,
interchangeability is secured and the thread profile may differ
from that of the "Go" gage in either pitch diameter, lead, or
angle. The "Not Go" gage checks pitch diameter only, and thus
insures that the pitch diameter is such that the fit v;ill not be
too loose.

"
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3, Relation of Lead Error to Effective Size

The fit of an internal thread on an external thread, as
affected by lead error, depends entirely on the Kaximun'i difference
in lead present within the length of engagenent , regardless of the
number of threads in the interval within which it occurs. Vfhen a
screw having a given pitch diameter and correct thread form, but
having an error in lead, fits snugly in a nut having correct lead,
angle, and thread form, the thread in the nut must have a pitch
diameter v/hich is larger than that of the screw. If the lead
error is in the nut, and the nut is fitted to a screw having
correct lead, angle, and thread form, the pitch diameter of the
screw must be smaller than that of the nut. For a straight
thread, the formula which gives the amount of this necessary
difference between the pitch diamieters of the screw and nut as
the result of the maximum lead error present between any tv/o

threads engaged, is as follows

:

E ' = ± p' cot a,
in which

E’ = pitch diameter increment due to lead error
j
or

difference between pitch diejneter of incorrect
sore'./ and perfect nut, or vice versa

P* = the maximum lead error betv/een any two of the
threads engaged

a = half-angle of tnread.

Then, for all threads having a thread angle of 60°:

S' = ± 1,7 3305 P‘,

The Cj.uantity E’ is alv/ays added to the actual pitch diameter
in the case of a plug, and it is alwa^'^s subtracted in the case of
a ring, to obtain the effective size. That is, a lead error in a
nut decreases the effective size of the nut; when in a screw the
effective size is increased by the presence of error in leeu.
This is true regardless of whether the lead error p’ is plus or
minus. However, v/hen both conpcnents have oniiOrri-ly progressive
lead errors in the same direotionj and of equal a.wcujit ,

such com-
pensation in pitch diameter is, evidently, not necessary.

3. Lead Error EQuiva.lents of Tolerances on Effective t-ize.

_As the pitch diameter tolerances specified in tne ige^-ort oi
the National Screw Threai,d Commission include lead a.nd angle
variations, there are given in Table 1, for information, the
error in lead, in the length of tnread engaged, which, can Se

compensated for by one- half of the pitch diameter tolerance
specified for each pitch and for each class of fit. Thus, "the

_

remaining half of the pitch diameter tolerance can be used to
compensate error in thread angle or cover variation of pitch
diameter from minimum metal size, or cover a combination of
both.
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Table 1« — Lead Errors in Length of Engagement Consuming One

Half of the Pitch Diameter Tolerances

1 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Clas s 1 ,
- Olas 3 toi p

— Class o, - Class 4j -

Numb e r of Loo s e Fit Fre e Fit Medium Fit Close- Fit

threads Extreme Lead Extreme Lead Extreme L sad Extreme Lead

per inch toler- varia- toler- varia- toler- varia- toler- varia-

ance t ion ance t ion ance t ion ance t ion

Inch Inch Inch Inch Inch Inch Inch Inch

80 0.0034 0.0007 0.0017 0 . 0005 C,0013 0.0004 0.0006 0.0003

73 ,0035 .0007 .0018 .0005 ,0015 .0004 .0007 . OOU

3

64 .0036 ,0008 .0019 .0005 ,0014 .0004 .0007 .0002

56 ,0038 ,0008 .0030 ,0006 .0015 .0004 ,0007 ,0002

.
'• 4-8 . 00 31 .0009 .0033 .0003 ,0016 .0005 . 0008 .0002

44 .0033 .0009 -0033 .0007 .0016 .0005 ,0008 .0002,

40 ,0034 .0010 ,0034 .0007 ,0017 ,0005 .0009 ,0003

36 .0036 .0010 .0035 .0007 .0018 ,0005 .0009 .0003

33 ,0038 .0011 ,0037 ,0008 .0019 . 0005 .0010 , '..'003

28 .0043 .0013 ,0031 ,0009 .0022 ,0006 ,0011 , 0003

34 .0046 .0013 .0033 .0010 .0034 .0007 ,0012 .oG03

30
j

.0051 ,0015 .0036 .0010 ,0026 .0008 .0013 .0004

18 .0057 . 0015 . o0 41 .0012 ,00 30 ,0009 ,0015 . '^004

16 .0063 .0018 ,0045 ,0015 .0033 . 0009 ,0016 , O005

14 ,0070 .0030 . 0 4 9 .0014 .0036 ,0010 ,0018 .0005

13 ,0074 .0031 . 0052 ,0015 .0037 ,0011 .0019 .0005

13 .0079 .0033 . 0056 .0016 .0040 .0012 .0020 .0006

31L .0085 .0035 ,0059 ,0017 .0042 .0012 .0021 , 0006

10 ! 0093 .0037 , .0064 .0018 ,0045 .0013 .0023 ,0007

3
1

.0100 ,0039 .0070 ,0030 ,0049 .0014 .0024 .0007

8 .0111 ,00 33 .0076 ,0032 .0054 .0016 .0027 , 0008
7 .0134 ,0036 .0085 .0025 .0059 .0017 .0030 . COOS

6 ,0145 .0042 .0101 ,0029 -0071 .0C20 . 00 36 . OOlC’

b .0169 .0049 ,0116 .0035 . 00o3 .0024 ,0041 .0012.

4 1/3 .0184 .0053 .0137 .0037 -00b9 . 0026 . 0044 ,0015

4 0204 .00 59 ,0^40 .0040 .0097 ,0028 .0048 .0014
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III« Control of the Magnitude of Lead. ?rror in
Connie rcial Bcrev/ Three^ds

The magnitude of the lead error, as n'ell as errors in the
other thread elements of commercial threaded product, is kept
within desirable lii.its by gaging the product, and by inspecting
the thread cutting or forming tools.

1. Control by Gaging

In gaging screw threads, the accuracy of the lead may be
checked as follows**

(l). By r.eans of "Go" and "Not Go" thread plug grid ring-

gages.

(3). Ey means of snap gages of special form.

(3)

, 3y means of indicatiBg gages.

(4)

, By optical gaging.

(1). The apiiroved form of a "Go" thread inspection or
/or king thread gage is that of a thread plug or ring having a
thread of full form and equal in length to the length of
engagement of t?ae assembled screi; and nut. In the case of a
Free, or Medium fit, it represents, in principle, the limiting
outline of the mating part. 'The gaging surface of such a
gage passes by every point of the thread, and thereby insures
that accepted product li/ill asse.-ible without interference wnen^
a positive allowance (clearance) between them has been specified*

In order that the "Uot Go" thread plug or ring gage may
check the pitch diameter only, as prsviousl:.’’ stated herein and
specified in the report of the rational Screw Thread Commission,
it is necessary that it be of such form that it v;ill make con-
tact with both sides of the same, thread, and only along portions
of the sides of the thread at, and adjacent to, the pitch line.
If the gage thread is of full form, an error in thread angle in

the product v/ill prevent its touching at the pitch line* It
should, therefore-, have a short gaging surface at the position
of the pitch diameter. The thread form for "Hot Go" thread
gages reccniir.ended by this Bureau is that shown in Fig. 3, in
which the: crest of the thread is truncated to a depth of about
one-fourth the depth of the V-thread, and the groove is
'Widened, to prevent contact near the crest and root of the thread
to be gaged, from a position one-fourth the depth of the sharp
V-thread below the pitch diameter line to the bottom of the V-
thread groove* This form of thread checks, princii-ally, the
pitch diameter and has sufficient gg.ging surface to -,rovide^

against rajid wear. Furtherm.ore , the "Not Go" g^gs should be
short in length, three to four threads being the I'iaximum lengtn
recommended* Theoretically, a "Net Gc " thread gage snculd not
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exceed one turn in length., for the reason that a lead ©•rror in
the product gaged will prevent a gage of greater length from
touching both sides of the some thread, and thus work which
;just fails to engage v/ith a longer "Not Go" gage may be actually
smaller than the lower limit on pitch diameter in the case of a
screw, or larger than the upper limit on pitch diameter in the
case of a nut. It is evident, also, that an undersize screw and
an oversize nut passed by reason of this compensating lead error
Y/ould, if assembled, resirlt in.'.a much looser fit than that
intended, if the lead errors of both are in the same direction.
It is, however, desirable that the gage be longer than a single
turn to provide a greater v/earing surface, and as lead error
does not seriously affect tue result obtained with a gage having
a length of three turns, the latter length is recommended but
should not be exceeded. In gaging a thread, such a "Not Go"
gage may engage with 'the work for a distance not exceeding
half the length of engagem.ent of the work before becoming tight
when turned by hand. In case a "Not Go" gage longer than three
turns is used, all v/ork should be rejected which engages a
distance greater than three turns.

?^ith the use of a "Go" thread plug or ring gags which
checks all thread elem.ents, and of a "Not GoU gage of a form
which checks pitch diameter only, it is apparent that the lead
error in the length of full engagem.ent may be such that the
"Go" ^ge vfill just engage without clearance or play, and the
"Not Go" gage will just fail to engage wirh the work. Under
these conditions, the entire pitch diameter to.lerance is taken
up by the lead error, and E’ of the above formula represents
the diametrical equivalent of this lead error or the pitch
diameter tolerance,

"Go" gages equal in length to the nominal diam.eter are
frequently used when the actual length of engagem.ent is one and
one-half diameters. When product gaged in this way is assembled,
interference will occur if a screw near the maximum diameter,
and ha^^ing a maximum lead error in one direction, is engaged with
a nut near the minim\im diameter and having a maximum lead error
in the opposite direction* The chances of this particular
combination occuring in actual production are so small that
there isrno practical objection to the practice However, the
use of a "Go" gage, one diam.eter in length, for checking a
length of engagement of over one and one-half diameters, is not
recommended.

(S). Adjustable thread snap gages, having contact points
consisting of cone-pointed cylinders, wedge-shaped prisms v/ith

rounded e'dges, serrated or grooved plates, or grooved or
threaded cylinders adjustably mounted and suitably spaced in a
U-shaped fran:e are used to some extent in gaging external
threads, and have the advantages that v/ork may be inspected
with great rapidity by the single motion of passing it between
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the anvils of the gage and given a visual examination for
clearance as well a,s a tactile inspection. The positions of
the anvils are set by master threaded check plugs^ and the
anvils are then clamped in position and sealed.

The usual form of cone-pointed snap gage has a single point
on each side of the frame ^ and is eminently suitable as a "Not
Go" gage^ provided that it has a short bearing surface which
makes contact with the work 3,t the pitch line. It does notj
hov;ever;, fully meet the requirements for a "Go" gage, as it does
not check the lead, and, therefore, must be supplemented with
som.e type of indicating gage to check the lead when used for
checking pitch diameter, angle and thread form. Also, as it
checks only a single diameter at a time, the "Go" snap gage?
must be tried at a series of points to determine whether the
maximum diameter of an external thread is within the tole.rance.
When provided vrith three contact points, two on one side
spaced an integral numiber of threads apart, and one on the
other, such a gage checks the lead for progressive, but not
always for local or periodic lead errors, and, thus, more
nearly fulfills the requirements for 3, "Go" thread gage.

Thread snap gages having multiple toothed contact p^^iLits,

that is, toothed blades, serrated or grooved plates, or grooved
or threaded cylinders a,re made in a variety of forms, either as
separate or combined "Go"' and "Hot Go" gages. The fit of a
screw in such a, gage Is affected by variations in pitch
diameter, lead, and angle of the screv/, and the-, gage accordingly
checks the effective sj.ss- Such gages have been found suitable
only for the less s-ccurate classes of work, such as the Loose
and Free I^Jit Glasses.

(3). An indicating thread gags has movable contact points,
which are set to master gages, and is intended to give gn exact
indication of the variations of the dimensions of a screv/ thread
within the specified limits, rather than to show merely that the
thread is vrithin, or outside of, the specified limits, as is. the
case with limit gages. In such gages, the movable contact
points actuate a multiplying lever system, or other means for
magnifying their motion, and the amount of the m.otion is
registered on 3. graduated dial or scale. Indicating gages are
made according to a variety of designs, some to indicate
progressive lead error only, some to indicate pitch diameter
only, some to indicate both separately but on the sarnie gage,
others to indicate the major and minor diomieters as v;ell, and
still others to indicate the effective size. They have been
applied almost exclusively to external threads. Those which
indicate the effective size may be considered as mast nearly
fulfilling the requirements of a gaging system. Hov/ever, those
indicating lead e?rrors are very useful in controlling lead
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errors in threading tools and screw thread products. Also
certain types can be used to indicate, the variation in rccridness
on pitch or major diameters.

(4). In optical gaging, that is, gaging by optical pro-
jection, ’Thich can only be applied to external threads, the,
screv/ is located at a definite position before a projection
lens system and illuninated by a beam of parallel light whose
direction is adjusted to the helix angle of the thread. The
proje-cted shadbw-image of the screw is obtained on a screen
consisting of a so-called tolerance chart, which is made up of
superimposed outlines of the correct rhread form enlarged to
correspond to the magnification used, and separated a distance
equal to the specified tolerance multiplied by the magnifica-
tion. This chart is first definitely located in position by
projecting a master gage having either the upper or lov/er
limiting dimensions and located before the lenses in the some
manner as the work to be inspected, and setting the corresponding
outline of the- chart to coincide with its shadow-image.

In one type of commercial projection comparator, the screw
is supported in two cradles, one of v/hich is threaded and fixed
in proper relation to the ^’ertical plans through the optical
axis of the projection lens system. The function of the other
cradle is merely to hold the screw v/ith its axis horizontal, and
it nay bear on either a plain cylindrical portion of the threaded
part or on the threaded portion. When the fixed cradle is
located at a distance from the ve.rticol plane through the optical
axis equal to the' length of engagement, varia-tions in the
position of the image of the thread on the top of the screViT,

v/ith respect to the screen chart, represent variations in the
effective' size of the screw due to pitch diameter, progressive
lead earor, and angle error. The effects, on the: effective
size, of variations in roundness, and of local and periodic
lead errors are indicated on the screen when the screv/ is
rotated in its threaded cradle.

In another type of comiuercial projection comparator, the
screen consists of a chart having adjustable members which
may be set for a screw of any pizch and to any tolerance as
desired. The v;orh rests on two toothed blades adjusted sc
that both engage v/ith the threads of the work, one of wl.ich
is locked firmly in place in an angular position, while tne
other is lightly clamped so.ithat it will adjust itself to the
thread of the master gage or v/ork engaged with the fixed
blade. The: blades are adjusted to poinz radiallvr to the axis
of the thread by turning a knob. The '.;ork is held in ccntacz
v/ith the toothed blades by an upper straight-edge blade, wnioh
may be moved vertically by means of a lever and is consz rained
downv/ard by a tension spring, thus causing the. mc^/able toctmsd
blade to adjust itself to the thread. The effective, size of
the scre.w, as deterr.iine.d by the pitch diameter, s,ll types of
lead error, and angle error, is thus gage.d.
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3. Control by Inspection of Tools

The advantages of using tools and methods for cutting screw
threads that v/ill introduce the smallest practicable errors in
the product are clearly indicated in the previous discussion.
The Rources of lead errors in a machine tool on which a threading
operation is performed are outlined herein in the introduction.
The simplest method of inspection of a machine tool to determine
VYhether it v;ill cut a screw thread within satisfactory limits is
to carefully cut a sample screw on the machine and measure the
lead errors of the screvY. The obvious remedy for errors from
such sources is the careful inspection of the various elements
of the machine, and correction of the errors thus located, either

improving thet design'* or by carefully refinishing or remaking
the parts to a greater degree of accuracy.

In the- case': of a self-leading threading tool, such as a tap
or die, the Sources of error are likev/ise previously mentioned.
In the inspection of such thread forming tools, practically the
same means and methods can be applied as in the measurement of
screvY thread gages. For checking the lead, indicating gages or
some of the usual lead measuring devices for screw thread gages
may be used.^ To measure the lead of a die chaser, the cnaser
must be held in a fixture in such a position that the direo*-on
of measurement corresponds to the direction of longitudinal
motion of the chaser threads v/hen cutting a thread.

information regarding the methods pursued in producing and

applying precision screws may be obtained from the following: "On

a Practical Solution of the Perfect ScreYY Problem", by V/illiam A.

Rogers. Transactions of the Amerj.can Society of Mechanrc:::^!

Engineers, Vol. 5, 1883-84, pp, 316-359, end Vol- 13, ISSO-Sl, _^pp.

735-738; "Interchangeability in Screv; Threads", Cy a. F. Donctldson.

Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, ^1909, PP.

353-393; "The Blythe'wood Dividing Engine for Ruling Dii fraction
Gratings", by W, E. Scoble, Collected R.esearches of the National
Physical Laboratory, Vol. 8, 1913, pp. 315-351; "Building a_

Machine vYhich Sjplits Millionths", by Donald M. Liddela, American
Machinist, Vol. 40, June 4, 1914, pp. 969-973; "Making Precision
ScrevYs for Scientific Instruiaents" , by Edward K. Hammond.
Machinery (N.Y.) Vol. 33, J'one 1917 pp. 849-654; "Precision Screw
Cutting Lathe " , Engineering (London; Vol. 105, May 34, 1918, pP-

578-580; and "Screw Threads", Encyclopedia Brittanica.

^Lead testing devices for screw thread gages are described
in American Machinist, Vol. 49, July 35, 1918, p. 180, and Vol. 50,

March 13, 1919, pp. 517-518; Machinery (N.Y.) Vol. 33, March
pp. 581-586, Vol. 34, October 1917, pp. 178-179, and August
p. 1150; Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical^ engineers

,

1917-1, pp. 50-54; and Mitteilungen uber Forschungsarbeiten-,
Verein Deutcher Ingenieure, 1913, Heft 143,
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IV. Recommended Lead Tolerances for Taps and Dies

1. Basis for Recommended Tolerances

A tap having only a progressive lead error will cut a
thread having the same pitch diameter and lead as its own,
provided that no errors are introduced from othe^r sources and

I

assuming that a perfect tap will cut a perfect thread of its
own diameter. The same holds true for a die. The same lead
error present in the tap or die will be transmitted to the

I

thread produced. According to considerations previously
outlined, the effective size of the hole tapped with a tap
having a progressive lead error will be too small to fit a
perfect screw of the pitch diameter which would otherv/ise fit
it snugly, and the effective size of the screw with a
progressive lead error will be too large to fit a perfect nut
of the pitch diamef;er v/hich would otherwise fit it snugly.

On the other hand, a tap having local errors in lead will
cut a thread of greater pitch diameter thati its own, since the
dislocated cutting teeth v;ill cut deeper into the sides of the
thread, and will produce a thread whose flats will be narrower
at the crest, and wider at the root than standard, and which

i w’ll presumably be' of the same average pitch as the tap. As to

I

what the effective size of the thread in the nut will be, little
' can be said, since the local e-arrors introduced into the nut would
I not be^ the same: as those-- of the tap. Similar considerations
I

Q-PPly to a thread cut by a die.

It is evident, then, that in determining lead tolerances
for taps and dies, progressive and local lead errors should be
considered separately. Further, in determining lead tolerances
it is also necessary to take into consideration variations in

i thread angle and in pitch diameter, and the tolerances on
i effective size already specified for each class of fit. The:-

I

question then arises: Into v/hat proportions and in what manner

I

should the tolerances on the effective sizes of an extexnal and
of an internal thread, specified for a given class of fit, be

! divided to separately -xiover each of these types of lead error,
angle ejrrors, and pitch diaineter variations as to be:st meet the
limitations imposed by manufacturing conditions?

In the discussion of this problem, we are more largely
conceerneEd with taps than v/ith dies, as the latter are ordinarily

I adjustable on diameter, whereas, the former can be made adjustable
only on the larger sizes. It is, accordingly, more difficult to
secure a given degree of accuracy in the thread produced by a
tap than in one produced by a die. The greatest difficulty
encountered in maintaining the accuracy of the dimensions of
taps, particularly of the. lead, is the distortion of the steel
in hardening.
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(a), The Problem oi’ Distortion on Hardening

The distortion of steel on hardening, as it affects the
manufacture of taps, may be either a syiiirnetrical volun.e change,
affecting both the diameter and length by proportioiia.! amounts
and introducing a progressive lead error, or an unsynimetrical
change, known as warpage, which affects not only the values of
the length and diameter, but their uniformity, that is, the
straightness and roundness of the tap, introducing local lead
errors

.

In the case of a synmietrical volume change, if its amount
is uniform for a steel of given composition and treatment, it
can be compensated by machining the tap or chaser to dimensions
differing from standard bv amounts corresponding to the
dimensional changes on hardening. Devices known as lead
variators may be readily attached to latnes wnicn retard or
advance the motion imparted by the lead screv»r to the cutting tool
by any desired amount within certain limits, and the accuracy of
the lead is thus controlled.

If, however, the volume change is un symmetrical, a number
of factors enter into the problem, including the size ana shape
of the piece to be hardened. Ovbiously the only way out of the
difficulty is to reduce such aistorLion to a minimuiu, unless it
can be confined to one direction, As this i^roblem is essentially
one of metallurgy, and, as has been pointed out, (l)^ an adequate
explanation of the phenomena related to it presents extraordinary
difficulties, only a brief analysis of it can be here j^resented.
Sources of information supporting statements made in this analysis
are listed in the appended bibii(^r^hy.

Three primary factors determine the properties of a steel,
namely, its chemical

,

composition, t-hermal treatment, and
mechanical treatment. These togetner determine the structure
of the material, to \/hich its physical properties are most

,

closely related. Upon heating a steel to certain definite
temperatures, depending upon its coa.position, pronounced changes
in structure occur •which are to be ascribed to phase changes or
transformations i/ithin the material. The condition of solution
normally existing o'nly at a temperature slightly above that at
which a given transformation occurs can be caused to persist
at room temperature, to a large extent, by extremely rapid
cooling or quenching. The hardening of steel by heat treatment
depends upon this fact, (S); a number of explanations of the
phenomenon of the hardening of steel and other alloys have been
advanced, (s), (4), (5),

%umbers in parenthesis refer to the papers listed in the
bibliography given in the appendix, and indicate the source of
the information given in the statement preceding each number.
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The suppression of allotropic or phase...changes by quenching
depends upon a number of factors. It is important thaT; the piece
to be hardened be maintained at the quenching temperature for a
sufficient length of time to permit it to become uniform in
temperature. In quenching, the temperature, and the heat
absorbing qualities of the quenching medium as determined by its
specific heat, heat of e\’’aporation, and viscosity, together v/ith

the speed of immersion and amount of s.gitation, determine the rate
of cooling. This in turn determines the degree to vdaich trans-
formation and phase changes are suppressed. The differing rates
of cooling of the exterior and interior of the piece, as affected
by its size and shape and its thermal conductivity, then determine
the degree of uniformity or variation of its structure from the
interior to the exterior, (s).

It has been shovm. thet such heat treatment sets up internal
stresses v/ithin the piece (7) v/hich are to be ascribed to: (a),
differing rates of cooling and consequent diffsTim^.,
rates of volume change, and (b), volume changes incident to tr-^ns-
formations v/hich are not suppressed. Stresses resulting only
from differential thermal contraction disappear when the piece
again becomes uniform in temperature, provided that the range of
temperature through whj.ch it is quenched is entirely witnin the
range in which the material is elastic, unless they are of
sufficient magnitude to deform the material beyond its elastic
limit. On the other hand, if a part of the rapid cooling is in
the plastic range, so that equalization of strain by flow takes
place in the interior but not near the surface, a residual strain
remains when the piece again becomes uniform in temperature, which
tends to distort it in such a v/ay that it assumes a more nearly
spherical shape. (8), (13).

Stresses resulting from volume .changes accompanying trans-
formations not suppressed in quenching, that is, differences in
specific volume between structures wnose transfOEm^.t ion wa.s

suppressed and transformation structures, may be of more serious
consequence in their effect on the mechanical properties and on
the distortion of the piece than purely thermal stresses, (e).
These effects are of a very complex nature, the composition of
the steel being a predominating factor. Special studies have
been made of steels of specific composition, in v/hich the effect
of s'cresses resulting from volume changes, on the: properties of
the steel, are given consideration. Among these may be mentioned
a research by Scott on high-carbon steels (lO), another by Andrev/,
Rippon, Miller and Wragg on carbon, nickel, chrome, and nid^el-
chrome steels (ll), and a third by Greenwood on various oool steels
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( 12 ), in which reference is made to similar important work by
Matsushita, These papers do not, hov;everj deal specifically
with the control of dirnensiona]. changes, but, at the present
time, an extensive^ investigation along such lines is being
carried on at this Bureau, under the supervision of the Gage_
Steel Committee, to determine the composition and treatment of
an alloy ste-el most suitable for limit gages, the results of
which when available may also be of use to tap makers.

Another research which should be especially valuaole in the.

manufacture of taps is that by Lineham (13), in which the
quenching media most suitable for securing minimum distortion of
mild steel thread gages cased in cyanide v/ere determined.
Accurate temperature control, such as that secured by means of
the methods and apparatus described by Colvin (14), is essential
in such operations.

The release of strains resulting from the hardening operation
edther by spontaneous action, artificial seasoning, or teii.pering,
constitutes another xohase of this subject. ?/hether the piece is
restored to its original dimensions or still further distorted
by such release of strain again depends upon its composition and
on the temperature to which it is reheated. These matters cure

touched upon in the references cited; an additional, source of
information, giving results of preliminary experiments on
artificial seasoning, is an article by French (lo).

Aside from the heat treatment of a steed piece after
machining, its treatment previous to the hardening operation
is e equally as important as the method of conducting the hardening
operation. Conditions v/hich are likely to cause error in taps
are uneven rolling or uneven annealing of the. steel; also if tha
tap blank is not straight before it is turned, the surface is
cut a?/ay to different depths below the surface skin, which may
cause distortion.

There are, of course, other sources of error in taps, and
in the threads produced oy taps, due to several minor defects in
workmanship in chamfering and relieving, aiid to conditions under
which taps are used, such as im^.-roper alinement of the axis of
the tap with that of the ncle. These do not properly come
within the scope of this >aper and, therefore, require no
consideration here,

(b). The Available Accuracy in Taps

Large errors in the thread elements of a tap, wnich are
introduced either by inaccurate., cutting of the lihread or by
distortion in hardening, can only be removed by grinding the
thread, an operation which increases the cost of production*
If a tap is made of a highly wear-resisting material, this
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I

expense can be justified in ordinary corximercial work, as the
j

I

wearing life of a tap is considerably increased by grinding
]

I

because of the more uniform distribution of wear* Taps v/hich
[

are available commercially fall, then, into two categories, -
|

ordinary commercial taps and ground taps.
j

The improvement in accuracy in lead and angle effected by !

grinding is illustrated by measurements made at this Bureau _^of f

I

three ordinary commercial and one ground l/S inch, 13 threads
per inch, taps, listed in Table 8, Eacn of the three ordinary

li

commercial taps is by a different representative maker, and was
|

selected at random from stock on hand. The ground tap by no
)

means represents the highest commercially attainable accuracy,
,,

as in this instance there was an insufficient grinding allowance
;|

so that a deeper cut was taken on one side of the thread than on
I

the other. This virould undnest ionablj^ introduce lead errors.
|
'f;

Ordinary commercial taps can be and are produced within
|

Class 8, Free Fit tolerances^ and the fractional sizes of ground
^

1

taps within Class 4, Close Fit tolerances. Kov/ever, practice ;

has not, up to this time, advanced to the point where ground i

taps of the numbered sizes can be economically manufactured
^

wrthin Class 4, Close Fit tolerances. Accordingly, as it rs not
|

practicable to undertake the production of taps for all classes
|

of fit, taps may be graded, and tapped holes of each class of fit
I

may be produced as follows:

Close Fit ~ by the use of ground taps.

Medium Fit - by the use of ground taps or of
_

carefully selected ordinary commercial ;

taps, some of which, as produced, are
within Medium Fit tolerances.

Free Fit - by the use of ordinary comiuercial taps.

Loose Fit -* by the use of ordinary commercial taps.
|

Those found outside of Free Fit but !

within Loose Fit tolerances may be

used for this purpose.

8, Recommended Lead, Angle, and Pitch Diaiiieter Tolerances
For Taps

According, then, to the relative difficulty of securing
accuracy in lead, angle, and pitch diameter of a solid tap

;

. j

! S

Class 4,

Class 3,

Class 3,

Class 1,
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TABLE 2. — Measurements of Lead. Errors and. Angle Errors of
l/2 in.- 13 Taps Produced, by Different Makers

1 2 1
3 4 5

Tap No.
Progresside lead

error
Local lead

errors
Angle
error

per inch per diameter
inch inch inch Deg. Min.

Ground tap

1 +0.00025 +0,00012 ±0.00015 +0 17

Ordinary commercial taps

2 +0.0020 +0.0010 ±0.0003 +c 40

3 - .0008 - .0004 ± .0007 -0 50

4,; + .0017 + .0009 ± .0004 -0 35
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the following distribution of the tolerance on effective size
or so-calle.d pitch diameter tolerance j to each of these thread
elements is believed to be the most desirable;

Lead, - one half of the tolerance;
Pitch Diameter, ~ one third,
Angle, - one sixth*

The zone within the tolerance on effective size v;hich the
tolerance on the pitch diameter itself, of the tap, should
occupy, is the next most important consideration, inasi-uch as
angle error and progressive lead error in the tap decreases the
effective size of the tapped hole; whereas, a given local lead
error increases the pitch diameter of the tapped hold above that
of the tap by a definite aiaount, but the resultant effective
size of the tapped hole is less than its pitch diameter by an
indefinite axmount, as has been previously stated.

The mechariical properties of the n.aterial to be tapped
also affect the diameter of the tapped hole. In a material

_

inclined to tear, the average pitch diameter of the tapped hole
produced by a ta.p of a given size may be greater than in a
olean-cutt ing material; on the other hand its effective c'se
may be less as a result of the roughness of the thread surface.
Conditions of lubrication likewise affect the cha.racter of the
surface and, consequently, the effective size. As the
manufacturer of taps can have little or no control over the
miaterial in vmich, or conditions under which, a tap is to be
used, the fixing of the pitch diameter tolerance zone for
commercial taps must be based, in this discussion, on the
assum.ption that taps are to be used under normal operating
conditions and in a. clean-cutting material.

Assundng such a basis, let:
A represent the lower limit on effective size of

the tapped hole,
E represent the upper limit, and
T represent the total tolerance on effective size-

From a careful consideration of the factors involved, it
is adduced that the most desirable position of the pitch diameter
tolerance zone of the tap be:

From A+ifto A+^T.
3 6

The upper limit, A. + -S T, is selected, raking ^nto account
that although the local lead errors will tend to make the
effective size of the tapped hole larger, this effect will be
counterbedanced by the effects of any angle error, and by the
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effects of progressive lead errors ¥/hich may de as large as the
equivalent of ^ •

A tap made to the lower limit on pitch diameter, A + ^
T,

may cut a hole whose effective size is — T smaller when the
maximum progressive lead error is present in the tap. It is
safe to assume, however, that a tap with maximum progressive
lead error, will also have appreciable local lead errors
increasing the effective size of the hole, and that these local
lead errors will counterbalance the effects of angle errors
decreasing the effective size of the hole belov/ the minimum
limit, A^ when the maximum progressive lead error is present.

This distribution of tolerances then insures that, in
practically all cases, the effective size of the tapped hole
produced by a nev? tap will be 7;ithin the tolerances specified,
and it provides a generous margin for wear of the tap on pitch
diameter, ^t is, therefore^ recommended as being the best for
all practical purposes. An exception, however, to tnis
distribution of tolerances is necessary in the case of gro'ond
taps of the smaller sizes, since the resulting tolerances on
pitch diameter are too small to be commercially practicable;
v/hereas the tolerance on lead, as applied to progressive lead
error, is larger than necessary because of the short length of
engagement commonly used for such sizes. The tolerance on pitch
diameter is, therefore, set at the minimum of O.C005 inch, and
the pitch diameter tolerance zone at from A + ^ T to A +
.0005. The tolerance on thread angle is allowed to remain e.t

the equivalent of ^ T,Yand the equivalent of the remainder,
namely, T - , . 0005 - -g

^ tolerance on lead. These
1.73305

resulting lead tolerances are sufficiently large to cover either
progressive or local lead errors. As previously mentioned,
nowever, tne ma.n'uici,ct'ure of tneoe oizeo of ground tco^^o to Clao^ 4
Close Fit tolerances on effective size is, as yet, v^ry difficult

The follo¥«ing general formula, adopted by the National Screw
Thread Comi.dssion, was used as the basis for determining the
angle .error equivalents of one-sixth of the respective tolerances
on effective size:

cot a' = h ,

S'" sina cos a

'

which, for one- sixth of the tolerance on National threads reduces
to:

tan a' = n F”
Q
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in which.

h - basic thread depth
a’ = 1/2 of tolerance of thread angle
n = nuiaber of threads per inch
E" = tolerance on effective size.

The numerical values corresponding to the above recommended
distribution of tolerances for National Coarse and National Fine
Threa.ds are given in Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6. For purposes of
comparison, the tolerances on the pitch diaraeters of taps and
the maximum and minimum pitch diaraeters adopted in 1922 for
commercial taps by the Tap and Die Institute,^ together with
those recommended herein and listed in Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6,
are given in Tables ? and 8, and it will be noted that the
comparison is favorable* The Tap and Die Institute Standards
were based on the actual measurements of several thousand Isaps
obtained from various tap manufacturers. Also, referring to
Table 2, in which m^easured lead and angle errors of specimen taps
are given, it will be noted that the progressive 3-ead errors are
well within the recommended lead tolerances for a length of
engagement of one diameter; and that the local lead errors and
angle errors are also within the recommended tolerances.

3. Recommended Lead and Angle Tolerances for Chasers in
Adjustable Taps and Dies

A division, similar to the above, of the tolerances on the
effective size of the screw, or so-called pitch diameter toler-
ance, may be made to cover separately the lead, angle, and pitch
diameter variations of threading dies* It is believed, that the
two sets of lead and angle tolerances for taps, given in Tables
3, 4, 5, and 6, should likewise be applied to die chasers, and
that, as in the case of taps, these tv/o sets are sufficient to
cover all classes of fit, the larger being applied to the Loose
and Free Fit classes, and the smaller to the Medium ar.d Close.
Fit classes. As the diameter of the thread produced by a die
is affected by factors other than the diameter of the die, it

is not practicable to specify pitch diamieter tolerances for the
die. The die must be so adjusted that the effective size of
the thread produced under given conditions, as determined by
gaging, is within the tolerance specified for the class of fit
for which the product is intended.

^ See^ "Commercial Standards as Adopted by the Tap and
Die Institute." Address, The Tap and Die Institute, Cuyler
Building, 116-120 West 32nd Street, New York City.
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Table 2 . - Recommended Tolerances on Conirneroial TapSj
TiiEean Series

National Coarse

1 2 3 4
1

^ —

s

7 8

Sizes
Threads

per
inch

Basic
pitch
diameter

Minimum
pitch

diameter

Maximum
pitch

diametei

1

Tolerance
on pitch
diameter

Tolerance
on

lead*

roleranee
on

angle

Inche s Inches Inches Inch Inch Deg. Min,

1 64 0.0639 0.0639 0.0645 0.0006 0.0005 1
"

53
23 56 .0744 .0754 .0761 .0007 -.0006 1 26
3 48 .0855 .0866 .0873 .0007 .0006 1 21
4 40 .0958 .0970 ,0978 .0008 .0007 1 13
5 40 .1088 .1100 .1108 .0008 .0007 1 13

6 32 .1177 .1191 cl200 .0009 ,0008 1 06
8 33 .1437 . Ia51 , 1460 ,0009 .0008 1 06
10 34 .1629 . 1646 .1657 .0011 .0010 1 01
13 24 .1889 .1906 .1917 .0011 -0010 1 01
1/4 20 .2175 .2193 .2205 .0012 .0010 0 55

5/16 18 .2764 .2784 .3798 .0014 .0012 0 56
3/

8

16 . 3344 -3367 .3382 .0015 .0013 0 55
7/16 14 .3911 , 39 36 .3952 .0016 ,0014 0 52
1/2 13 .4500 . 4526 , 4543 ,0017 .00,15 0 52
9 /I6 12 .5084 .5112 . 5131 .0019 .0016 0 51

5/8 11 .5660 .5689 .5709 .0030 .0017 0 50
3/4 10 « 6850 .6883 , 6903 ,0031 -0018 0 49
7/s 9 . 8028 .8063 . sees . 0033 , 0020 0 48

1 8 . 9188 . 9226 ,9251 ,0035 .0022 0 46
1 1/8 7 1.0323 1 . 0 36o 1.0393 ,0028 .0025 0 45

1 1/4 7 1.1572 1.1615 1 . 1643 .0028 .0025 0 45
1 1/2 6 1.3917 1.3937 1. 4001 .00 34 .0029 0 46
1 3/4 5 1.6301 -L * 1.6296 .00 39 ,0033 0 44
3 4 1/3 1.8557 1 .

8

c21 1 . 8663 .0042 , 00 37 0 44
21/4 4 1/3 2.1057 1.1121 2.1163 ,0042 ,0037 0 44

2 1/2 4 3.3376 3.3446 2 , 349 3 .0047 .0040 0 43
2 3/4 4 2,5376 2. 5946 2. 5993 .0047 .0040 0 43
3 2.8376 2.&-x46 3.8493 ,0047 -0040 0 43

length of
missible

toengagement is egual
.regressive lead error

the len
one tin
i,er 0n•H

dividing these lead tolerances by the

the diameter, the per-
.'lay be determined by

corresponding diameters.
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Table 4-. - Recommended Tolerances on Commiercial Taps^ National Fine
Tnread Series

1 2 3 4. I. . .

1

^ 7
1

8.

(
Threads Basic kinimuci

1

b.laxiffium"

T

^Tolerance Torerance Torerance
Sizes per pitch pitch pitch on pitch on on

inch diameter diameter diameter diameter lead* angle

Inches Inches Inches Inch Inch Deg. kin.
i ±

0 80 0.0519 0.0527 0.0533 0.0006 0.0005 1 44
1 72 .0640 ,0649 ,0655 .0006 .0005 1 39
2 64 ,0759 .0769 .0775 .0006 ,0005 1 33
3 56 *0874 .0884 .0891 .0007 .0006 1 26
4 48 *0985 . 0996 .1003 .0007 ,0006 1 21

5 44 *1102 .1113 ,1121 .0008 .0007 1 17
6 40 .1218 • 1230 .1238 .0008 ,0007 1 13
8 36 .1460 ,1473 .1481 .0008 .0007 1 09

10 32 .1697 .1711 .1720 . 0009 .0008 1 06
12 28 .1928 ,1944 .1954 .0010 .0009 1 06

28 .2268 ,2284 .2294 *0010 -0009 1 06
5/ie 24 .2854 .2871 ,2882 .0011 *0010 1 01
3/8 24 .3479 .3496 ,3507 .0011 ,0010 1 01
7/l6 20 ,4050 .4068 ,4080 ,0012 .0010 0 55
1/3 20 .4675 ,4693 *4705 ,0012 ,0010 0 55

9/ie 18 .5264 ,5284 .5298 .0014 .0012 0 56
5/8 18 .5889 .5909 .5923 .0014 .0012 0 56
3/4 16 .7094 .7117 .7132 .0015 *0013 0 55
7/8 14 , 8286 .8311 ,8327 .0016 .0014 0 53

1 14 .9536 .9561 ,9577 ,0016 ,0014 0 52

1 1/8 12 1*0709 1,0737 1.0756 ,0019 .0016 0 51
1 1/4 12 1,1959 1,1987 1,2006 .0019 .0016 0 51
1 1/2 12 1. 4459 1,4487 1,4506 .0019 .0016 0 51
1 3/4 12 1.6959 1.6987 1,7006 .0019 .0016 0 51
2 12 1,9459 1.9487 1.9506 *0019 .0016 0 51

2 1/4 12 2.1959 2.1987 2.2006 .0019 .0016 0 51
2 1/2 12 2.4459 2,4487 2.4506 .0019 ,0016 0 51
2 3/4 12 2,6959 2.6987 2.7 GO 6 .0019 - 0016 0 51
3 10 2.9350 2.9382 2. 94C3 .0021 ,0018 0 49

*Between any two threads T/ithin the length of engs-gement* T'^lien

the length of engagement is egual to one times the dian-.eterj the
permissible progressive lead errors per inch may be determined by
dividing these les^d tolerances by the ccrrwsponding diameters.
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Table 5. - Recommended. Tolerances on. Ground Taps, National
Coarse Thread Series

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Threads Basic Minimum Maximum Tolerance Tolerance Tolerance
Sizes per pitch pitch pitch on pitch on on

inch diameter diameter diameter diameter lead* angle
Inches Inches Inches Inch Inch

+

Deg. Min.
±

5 40 0.1008 0 1092 0.1097 0.0005 0.00015 0 28
6 32 .1177 .1182 ,1187 .0005 .0002 0 24
8 32 .1437 .1442 .1447 .0005 .0002 0 24

10 24 .1629 .1635 .1640 .0005 .0003 0 22
12 24 .1889 .1895 .1900 .0005 .0003 0 22

y4 20 .2175 ,2182 .2187 .0005 .0003 0 20
5/16 18 .2764 .2772 .2777 .0005 .0004 0 21
3/8 16 . 3344 . 3352 . 3357 .0005 ,0005 0 20

7/16 14 . 3911 .3920 . 3926 .0006 .0005 0 19
1/2 13 .4500 .4510 .4516 .0006 .0005 0 18

9/16 12 .5084 .5094 . 5101 .0007 .0006 0 18
5/8 11 ,5660 .5670 .5677 .0007 .0006 0 18
3/4 10 .6850 . 6861 .6869 ,0008 .0007 0 18
7/8 9 .8028 .8040 . 80 48 .0008 .0007 0 17

1 8 .9188 .9202 .9211 .0009 .0008 0 17

1 1/8 7 1.0322 1.0337 1.0347 .0010 .0009 0 16
1 1/4 7 1.1572 1,1587 1.1597 .0010 .0009 0 16
1 1/2 6 1.3917 1. 3935 1. 3947 .0012 .0010 0 1?
1 3/4 5 1.6201 1.6221 1.6235 .0014 .0012 0 16
2 4 1/2 1.8557 1.8579 1.8594 .0015 .0013 0 15

2 1/4 4 1/2 2.1057 2.1079 2.1094 .0015 ,0013 0 15
21/2 4 2.3376 2.3400 2.3516 .0016 .0014 0 15
2 3/4 4 2.5876 2.5900 2.6016 .0016 .0014 0 15
3 4 2.8376 2 . 8400 2.8516 .0016 .0014 0 15

*Be tween any two threads within the length of engagement. When
the length of engagemient is equal to one tim^es the diameter, the
permissible progressive lead errors per inch m*ay be determined by
dividing these lead tolerances by the corresponding diameters.
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Table 6. - Re comr. ended Tolerances on Ground Taps, National Fine
Thread Series

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Threads Basic Minim^um Maximum Tolerance Tolerance Tolerance
Sizes per pitch pitch pitch on pitch on on

inch diaimeter diamieter diameter diaireter lead* angle

Inches Inches Inches Inch Inch
+

Beg.
±
Min

.

5 44 0.1102 0.1106 0.1111 0.0005 0.0001 0 27

6 40 .1218 .1223 .1228 .0005 .0001 0 28
8 36 .1460 .1465 .1470 ,0005 .0001 0 25

10 32 .1697 .1702 .1707 .0005 .0002 0 24
12 28 .1928 .1933 .1938 .0005 • ,0000 0 24

1/4 28 .2268 .2273 ,2278 .0005 .0002 0 24
5/16 24 .2854 .2860 . 2865 .0005 .0003 0 22
3/8 24 .3479 . 3485 . 3490 .0005 .0003 0 22
7/16 20 .4050 .4057 .4062 .0005 .0003 0 20
1/2 20 .4675 .4682 .4687 .0005 .0003 0 20

9/16 18 .5264 .5272 .5277 .0005 .0004 0 21
5/8 18 .5889 . 5397 .5902 .0005 .0004 0 21
3/4 16 .7094 . 7102 . 7107 .0005 .0005 0 20
7/8 14 .829 6 .8295 ,8301 .0006 .0005 0 19

1 14 -9536 .9545 ,9551 .0006 , 0005 0 19

1 1/8 12 1.0709 1.0719 1.0726 , coo 7 .0006 0 18
1 1/4 12 1.1959 1.1969 1,1976 .0007 .0006 0 18
1 1/2 12 1.4459 1.4469 1.4476 .0007 .0006 0 18
1 3/4 12 1.6959 1. 6969 1.6976 .0007 .0006 0 IS
2 12 1.9459 1.9469 1.9476 .0007 ,0006 0 18

2 1/4 12 2.1959 2.1969 2.1976 .0007 .0006 0 18
2 1/2 12 2.4459 2.4469 2.4476 .0007 ,0006 0 18
2 3/4 12 2.6959 2.6969 2.6976 .0007 .0006 0 18
3 10 2.9350 2.9361 2.9369 .0008 .0007 0 18

^Between any two threads within the length of engagement* When
the length of engagement is equal to one times the diameter, the
permissible progressive lead errors per inch niay be determined by
dividing these lead tolerances by the corresponding diameters.

i
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Table 7. - Comparison of Maximum and liiniiaum Pitch Diameters and
Tol3rances for Comunercial Taps Given in Taole 2
v/ith Tap ?;,nd Die Institute Standards

^
- National Coarse
Thread Series

1 3 3 4
1

5 6 7 18
Table 3^ coluiiins 4^ 5 j

and 6 Tajp and Die
Machine screvf,hand, and

Threads pu].l@y taps
Sizes per Maximui'n Min imum Tolerance Maximum j -dnii.-Um ! Tolerance

inch pitch pitch on pitch pit ch pitch on iten
di ameter di ameter diameter diameter diameter diai-ieter

Inches Inches Inch Inches Inches liiCh

1 64 0.0645 0.0639 0.0006 0,0644 0«0634 0.0010
3 56 »0761 .0754 .0007 ,07 59 .0749 .0010
3 48 .0873 .0866 ,0007 ,0870 .0860 .0010
4 40 .0978 .0970 ,0008 ,0978 .0963 ,0015
5 40 .13.08 .imo .0008 .1108 ,1093 ,0015

6 33 .1300 .1191 .0009 .1197 .1183 .0015
8 33 .1460 .1451 .0009 .1457 .1443 .0015
0 34 .1657 * 1646 .0011 .1649 .1634 .0015
3 34 .1917 .1906 .0011 .1909 ,1694 . OOlo

1
—

1

30 .3305 .3193 ,0013 .3300 .3180 ,0030

5/16 18 .3788 .3784 . 0014 ,3789 .3769 .0030
3/8 16 .3383 ,3367 . Pel

5

, 3369 ,3349 .0030
7/16 14 .3953 . 39 36 , 0016 , 3941 . 3916 .0035
1/3 13 .4543 * 4536 ,0017 , 4530 ,4505 .0035
9/l6 13 . 5131 ,5113 .0019 . 5114 , 5089 .0035

5/8 11 .5709 « 5669 .0030 ,5690 . 5665 .0035
3/4 10 . 6903 » 6883 .0031 . 6885 . 6855 . 0030
7/8 9 .8086 .8063 .0033 , 8053 » 8033 . 00 30

1 8 .9351 .9336 .0035 .9333 .9193 .0030
1 l/8 7 1.0393 1.0365 ,0038 1.0363 1.0337 .0035

1 1/4 7 1.1643 1.1615 .0038 1,1613 1.1577 0035
1/3 6 1.4001 1.3967 .0034 1, 3957 1.3933 . 0035
3/4 5 1.6398 1.6359 .0039 1, 63d1 1.6311 .0040

4 1/3 1 . 8663 1. 8631 .0043 1,8607 1,8567 ,0040
l/4 4 l/S 3.1163 3,1131 .0043 3. 1113 3.1067 .0045

1/3 4 3.3493 3. 3446 .0047 3. 3431 3.3386 .0045
3/4 4 3, 599 3 3 . 5946 ,0047 3, 59 36 3.5886 . 00 oO

4 3. 8493 3.8446 .0047 3. 8436 3.8386 .0050*

^Specified for 3 inch^ 3 l/S threads per inch.
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Table 7, - Comparison of ilaxir.mm and ;:ini!:iun'. Pitch Diameters and
Tolerances for Coimeeroial Taps Given in Table 3
with Tap and Die Institute Standards^ - National Coarse

Thread Series

1 3 3 4 5 6 7 _
CO

Table columns 4, 5, and 6 Tap and Die
Machine screw, hand, and

Threads pulley ta®s
Sizes per Kaximuia Min imuni Tolerance I'laximum Minii..um Toler anee

inch pitch pitch on pitch pit oh nitch on -itcn
diameter diameter diameter diameter di amet e r diai.ieter

Inohe s Inches Inch Inches Inches Ii.ch

1 64 0.0645 0.0639 0,0006 0.0644 0.0634 0.0010
8 56 .0761 ,0754 ,0007 .07 59 .0749 .0010
3 48 .0873 .0866 .0007 .0870 .0860 .0010
4 40 .0978 .0970 .0008 ,0978 .0863 .0015
5 40 . 1108 .imo ,0008 .1108 .1093 ,0015

6 33 .1300 .1191 .0009 .1197 .1183 ,0015
8 33 .1460 .1451 .0009 .1457 .1443 .0015

10 34 .1657 .1646 .0011 .1649 .1634 .0015
13 34 .1917 .1906 .coil .1909 .1894 .0015

1/4 30 .3305 .3183 .0013 .3300 .3180 ,0020 i

1

5/16 18 .3788 .3764 ,0014 .3788 .3769 .0030
3/8 16 .3383 ,3367 . Oijlo , 3359 ,3349 .0030
7/16 14 .3953 , 3936 .0016 .3941 . 3916 .0035
1/3 13 .4543 .4536 ,0017 ,4530 ,4505 .0035
9/l6 13 . 5131 .5113 ,0019 . 5114 . 5088 ,0035

5/8 11 .5709 . 5688 .0030 , 5690 .5665 .0035
3/4 10 . 6303 ,6883 .0031 . 6885 . 6855 .0030

7/8 9 .8086 .8063 .0033 .6053 .6033 .0030
1 8 .9351 .9336 .0035 .8333 .9193 .0030
1 l/8 7 1,0333 1.0365 .0038 1.0363 1.0337 .0035

1 1/4 7 1.1643 1.1615 .0038 1.1613 1.1577 .0035

1 1/3 6 1,4001 1.39 67 .0034 1.3957 1.3933 .0035

1 3/4 5 1.6398 1.6359 .0039 1.6351 1.6311 .0040

3 4 1/3 1.8663 1.8631 .0043 1.8307 1.8567 ,0040

3 1/4 4 l/3 3.1163 8,1131 .0043 3. 1113 3.1067 0045

3 1/3 4 3.3493 3.3446 .0047 3. 3431 3,3386 .0045

3 3/4 4 3 . 599 3 3. 5946 .0047 3. 59 36 3.5886 . 00 oO

3 4 3. 8493 3,8446 .0047 3, 8436 3,83S6 .
0050*

9 i 10 I 11
Institute Standa.rds

Maximum Minimum Tolerance
pitch pitch on pitch

diameter diameter diameter
Inc hes Inones Inch

0.3315 0.3190 0.0035

.3804 .3779 .0035

. 3384 .3359 .0035

. 3956 .3936 . 00 30
. 4545 .4515 .00 30
. 5J34 . 5104 .0030

.5710 .5680 .00 30

. 6905 .6870 .0035

.8083 .8048 .0035

.8343 .9308 .00 35
1.0387 1.0347 ,0040

1.1637 1.1597 .0040
1. 3983 1. 3843 .0040
1.6371 1.6336 .0045
[1.8637 1.8583 .0045
3. 1137 3. 1087 .0050

3, 3456 3. 3406 .0050
3 . 59 61 3. 5906 . 00o5
3.8461 3. 8406 .00 55*

Specified for 3 inch^ 3 l/S threads per inch.
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Table 8. - Comparison of Maximum and Minimum Pitch Diameters and
Tolerances for Commercial Taps Given in Table 4 with
Tap and Die Institute Standards, - National Fine Thread

Series

1 3 3
i

4 5 6
1

7 8
Table 4, columns 4 ,5, and 6 Tap and Die Institute

Threads Machine screw, hand, and
Sizes per pulley taps

inch Maximum Minimum Tolerance Maximum Minimum Tolerance
pitch pitch on pitch pitch pitch on pitch

diameter diameter diameter diameter diameter diameter
Inches Inches Inch Inches Inches Inch

0 80 0.0533 0.0527 0,0006 0.0534 0.0524 0.0010
1 73 .0655 .0649 .0006 .0655 .0645 .0010

3 64 .0775 .0769 .0006 .0774 ,0764 .0010

3 56 .0891 .0884 .0007 ,0889 .0879 .0010
4 48 .1003 .0996 .0007 .1005 .0990 .0015

5 44 .1131 .1113 .0008 .1122 .1107 .0015

6 40 .1238 .1230 .0008 .1338 .1223 .0015
8 36 .1481 .1473 .0008 .1480 .1465 .0015

10 32 .17 20 .1711 .0009 .1717 .1702 .0015

13 38 .1954 .1944 .0010 ,1948 .1933 .0015

1/4 28 . 3294 .2284 .0010 .2288 . 2273 .0015

5/16 34 .2882 .3871 .0011 .3874 .3659 .OOlP

3/8 24 .3507 .3496 .0011 .3499 . 3484 .0015

7/16 20 .4080 .4068 .0013 .4075 . 4Cp5 .0020

1/3 20 .4705 ,4693 .0012 .4700 .4680 .0020

9/16 18 .5298 .5384 .0014 .5289 .5859 .0020

5/8 18 .5923 . 5909 .0014 .5914 .5894 .0020

3/4 16 .7133 .7117 .0015 .7124 .7099 . 0025

7/8 14 .8327 .8311 .0016 .8316 .8291 .0025

1 14 .9577 .9561 .0016 ,9566 .9541 • 0025

1 1/8 12 1.0756 1.0737 .0019 1.0744 1.0714 .0030

1 1/4 13 1.2006 1.1987 ,0019 1.1994 1.1964 ,0030

1 1/3 13 1.4506 1.4487 .0019 1.4494 1.4464 ,0030

1 3/4 12 1.7006 1.6987 .0019
3 12 1.9506 1,9487 .0019

3 1/4 12 2.2006 2.1987 .0019
3 1/2 12 2.4506 2.4487 .0019
3 3/4 12 2.7006 2.6987 .0019
3 10 2.9403 2.9383 .0021

S 10 11
atandards

Nut s nd taDDert-_i:3
Maximum Hinii.'.um ?ol jr^nca
pi tch pitch on pitch

diameter diameter dit^.ietsr
Inches Inches Inch

!

!

i0.23S8 C.3278 0,0020
. 2884 .3864 .0020
, 3b09 .3489 ,0020
.4985 .4060 .0025
.4710 .4865 .0025

, 5304 .5379 .0025
.5929 .5904 .0035
, 7139 .7109 .0030
.6331 .6301 .0030
.9561 .9551 .0030

1.0764 1,0729 .0035
1.3C14 1. 1979 .0035
;i.4514

i

i

!

1

1. 4479 .0035
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V» A Practical Method of Inspecting the Thread of a
Tap

Although the tap manufacturer cannot bo responsible for
inaccuracy in the dimensions of a tapped hole caused by the3
mechanical properties of the material into which the hole is
tapped, or by conditions under which the tap is to be used,
nevertheless there should be some standard of performance by
which a tap may be judged, since defects in chamfering and
relieving, as well as errors in thread diniensions of the tap,
determine the dimensions of the tapped thread, and it is the
latter in which the tap user is interested.

The following perform^arice test is, therefore, proposed as
the basis for agreement between the manufacturer and user of
taps

:

(l). For taijs intended for Class 3, Medium Fit, or Class
4, Close Fit work, cast brass shall be used as the material
into which the hole is to be tapped. For taps intended for
Class 1, Loose Fit or Class 2, Free Fit, soft carbon steel may
be used instead of brass.

(8). The thickness of the material shall be such that a
through hole rnay'vbe ta.pped, whose depth is from one to one and
one-half times the diameter of the tap»

(

3)

. The diameter of the blank hole shall be within the
minor diameter limits on the nut established in the report of
the National Screw Thread Commission, as determined by means
of ’’Go" and '*Not Go4' plain plug gages.

( 4

)

0 The hole shall be machine-tapped at a moderate speed,
without lubric3.nt when in brass, and with lard oil a-s a lubricant
T/hen in stebl. The spindle of the machine shall be close-running
and the tap shall.be set to revolve"^ concentrically.

( 5

)

. For ordinary commercial taps the tapped ho3
e

_ shall ^ oe

inspected by means of the follvOVving gauges, ma.de to the dimensions
specified. within the master gage tolerances specified for Free
Fit in the report of the National Screw Thread CommisBion:

(a). A "Go” thread plug gage, three threads in^

length, whose pitch diameter is that specified
in column 4 of Tables 3 or 4 herein.
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(b) . A "Not Go" thread plug gage v/hose pitch diameter
is that specified in column 5 of Tables 3 or 4
herein .

^

(c) , A "Go" thread plug gage, one diameter in length,
whose pitch diameter is basic; that is, the
minimum pitch diameter for all tapped holes
specified in the report of the National Screw
Thread Commission, and given in column 3 of
Tables 3 or 4 herein.

For ground taps the tapped hole shall be inspected by
means of the following gages, made to the dimensions specified

within the master gage tolerances specified for Close Fit in
the report of the National Screv/ Thread Cormnission:

(a) . A "Go" thread plug gage, one diameter in length,
whose pitch dxameter is basic; that is, the
minimum pitch diameter for all tapped holes
specified in the report of the National Screw
Thread Commission, and given in column 3 of
Tables 5 or 6 herein,

(b) . A "Not Go" thread plug gage vrhose pitch diameter
is that specified in column 5 of Tables 5 or 6

herein.

To pass inspection, a tap shall produce a tapped hole under

the conditions specified which will pass the above, gages. In
addition, the lead error between any two threads of a ground tap
not further apart than one times the diameter, as measured by
means of a reliable lead testing device, shall not exceed the
tolerance specified in column 7 of Tables 5 or 6 heirein.

^The figures in this column are one-sixth of the tolerance on

effective size less than the maximum permissibj.e pitch, diaoieter of

the tapped hole in the product, and this margin was intended to

provide for local lead errors in the tap v/hich would cause p.t to

cut large. In this case, however, these same figures are chosen
as the maximum limit on pitch diameter to provide some margin for
variations in the; cutting action of the tap in various materials
and under various conditions when in actual use.
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VI 0 Summary

Thee control of the accuracy of the lead of commercial
threaded product within definite limits is necessary in order
to secure a specified class of fit and to insure that the
assembled thread shall have sufficient strength. Errors in
lead are of three types, namely, uniformly progressive, local,
and periodic; and each of these types of lead error is caused
by certain inaccuracies in machine tools used in threading, or
in seif-leading threading tools such as taps and dies.

The National Screw Thread Commission has standardized
tolerance specifications for screw threads in v/hich variations
of lead, angle, and pitch diameter are all included in
tolerances on effective size, designated as pitch diameter
tolerances* Lead error bears a definite relation to effective
size, and equivalent lead errors which consume one-half of the
specified tolerances -foiT each of the four classes of fit are
tabulated.

The accuracy of the lead, as well as of the other tnread
wlements, of commercial threaded xjroduct is controlled by gaging
the product and by inspecting the thread forming tools. The,
control of the accuracy of lead v/hen threaded product is gaged •

by means of ’’Go" and ’’Not Go” thread plug and ring gages, snap
gages of special form, indicating gagec, and the projection
comparator are discussed. Mefhods of inspecting thread forming
tools are mentioned. The control of lead errors of taps and.
dies presents special problems, the most serious of which is
distortion in hardening. This problem is essenxially one of
metallurgy, and an analysis of the problem is presented v/hich is
based on information given in the papers listed in the appended
bibliography.

Taps which are available commercially may be classified, as
to accuracy, as ordinary commercial taps and ground taps.
Recommendations are made as to tolerances on pitch diameter,
lead, and angle, for each of these classes of taps for National
Coarse and Fine- Tlireads, which provide for prodi^cing tapped
holes w:i hin the tolerances on effeictive siz^e for each class of

fit. These recommendations acre based on considerations pertaining
to the ^festive size of the tapped hole produced by a tap in
which the: maximum permissiblee errors in each of these tnread
elements are present. On a similar basis, lead and angle toler-
ances on die ehasexs are recommended. There is also outlined a
practical performance: test of a tap, to determine whether it will
produce a tapped hole, under suitable conditions, within the
required tole-xances on effective size.
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VII. Appendix. Bibliography, - The Metallurgy of Steed
with Particular Reference to Hardening with Minimuin
Distortion

If "Phj'-sical Changes in Iron and Ste:ed below the Thermal
Critical Range'*, by Zay Jeffriesw Transactions of the American
Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, Iron and Ste^,
Vol. 67, 1932, pp. 56-61o

2* '’The? Struchtire and Related Properties of Metals”., by
Henry S. Rav7don» Transactions of American Society for Steel
Treating, Vol. 3, March 1933, pp, 619-679.

3. "The; Hardening of Steee!.”, by H« C. H. Carpenter. The
Chemical News, Vol. 119, November 21 and 38, and December 5,
1919, pp. 335-338, 348-351, 361-264. (A general review of
theories of hardening previously advanced;.

4. "Mechanical Properties as Affected by Grain Sizei', by
Zay Jeffries and R. S. Archer. Chemical anJ. Metallurgical
Enginesering, Vol. 27, October 18, 1S32, pp. 78S-732o

5» "Hardness and Hardening'*, by Walter Rosefehain. Chemical
and Metallurgical Engineering, Vol. 38, May 21, 1923, pp. 899-901.

6. "Quenching: A Mathematical Study of Various Hypotheses
on Rapid Cooling", by Ko Heindlhofer. Physical Revievr, Second
Series, Vol. 20, September 1922, pp. 221-242.

7. "Spontaneous Generation of Heat in Recently Hardenejd
Steel", by Chas. F, Brush. Procee-dings of the American
Philosophical- Society, Vol. 54, 1915, pp. 154-164. Also,
"Further Experiments on Spontaneous Generation of Hoat in
Rerjently Hardened Steel," by Chas. F. Brush and Robert A.

Hatfield. Proce^ings of the Royal Society, Vol. A95, October
7, 1918, pp. 120-138.

8. "Das Entstehen von Spannungen bei der Warmeb^candlung,

"

by ?/. Tafgl. Stahl und Eis^, Vol. 41, September 22, 1921, pp.
1321-1328.

9. "On the Cause of Quenching Cracks", by Kotaro Honda,
Tokujiro Matsushita, and Sakae Idei. Transactions of American
Society for Steed Treating, Vol. 5, April 1923, pp. 72S-739.
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10* ’’The^ Effect of High Temperature Quenching on the
Micro structure of High-Car'^on Steel by Howard Scott.
Transactions of the American Society for Steel Treating, Vol. 3,
March 1933, pp. 593-633.

11 « ”ThS3 Effect of Initial Temperature upon the Physical
Properties of Steel", by J, H. Andrew, J, E, Rippon, C, P. Miller
and A. Wragg. Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute, Vol. 101,
1930, ppc 537-613.

13o f'^The Failure of Metals through the Action of Internal
Stress Irregularities with Special Reference to Tool Steels",
by J, Neill Greenwood.-. Faraday Society' Transactions, Vol. 17,
December 1931, pp. 133“138,

13» "The Hardening 0 “^ Screw Gages v/ith the Least Distortion
in Pitch", by Y/ilfred J. Lineham, Proceedings of the Institution
of Mechs^nical Engineeiss, April 1930, pp^ 451-539; also, American
Machinist, Vol. 53, September 16, 1930, ppe 547-551, and
September 33, 1930, pp. 604a - 604d.

14. "Hardening Steel without Distortion", by Fred H. Colvin
American Machinist,, Vol. 63, March 4, 1920, ppe 4&9"4S2r

15, "Artificial Seasoning of Steels", by H. J. French.^
Chemical and Metallurgical Engine.ering, Vol. 25, July 27, 1931,
pp. 155-1^ ,
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